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The authors present a comprehensive and detailed assessment of the phenomenology of
Atlantic weather regimes in reanalysis and historical coupled simulations.

I recommend that the manuscript is accepted after minor revisions.

I wonder whether the title can be improved. I see that the study focuses on the
phenomenology of regimes and not on their dynamics.w

In the abstract you refer to ‘wintertime circulation’ and then mention that this is
dominated in the Atlantic by non linear flows. Please be more specific here, for instance
mention you look at low frequency atmospheric variability.

Line 15, complex orography and external forcing are not a feature of the wintertime
atmospheric circulation, please refer to an interaction with them.

Table 1 please clarify what is meant with ‘experimental’.

Line 84 why use one ensemble member? Is the ensemble member generated with a lower
resolution compared to the reanaysls ( I think for ERA5 this is the case)?

Lines 111-119 this is unclear, please provide more details about the methodology and its
interpretation.



Line 130 I was surprised by the use of 4 EOFs, form literature I would expect a higher
number of EOFs. Is this common to other studies? Do the authors have an idea of how
this choice can influence their results?

Line 136-143 Again please provide more details on the methodology.

Line 160 consider giving an explicit definition of stability and fidelity.

You introduce a set of predictors that mix Eddy forcing and atmospheric horizontal
resolution with

remote drivers. I disagree that eddies and resolution can be labeled as predictors and put
on the same level of other drivers.

Line 314 please report in the text the conclusion of DS

You should mention that the 7 regime approach has been used elsewhere in scientific
literature.

Line 329 the ‘general convergence in ensemble behaviour’ is rather vague, please explain.

Line 345  but the northern regime latitude is actually worse in CMIP6 (?)

The construction and discussion of figure 7 is a bit hard to follow.

Caption of figure 9, what is the ‘full ensemble spread’?

I understand that the study is based on the assumption that historical simulations should
reproduce the observed behaviour of fixed regimes in the reanalysis. While this is certainly
a reasonable exercise, the hypotheses introduced by the authors should be clearly
discussed.



Line  543 this point is rather obscure, consider rewriting it.

Line 550 I am not sure I can but the point of the suitability for intermodal comparison.
Please pur forward the argument with a broader discussion or consider dropping it.
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